
Services
High-quality services play a crucial role in 
our portfolio, as they secure your customer’s 
investment and guarantee the seamless 
execution of their processes. We tackle every 
challenging aspect of digital transformation, 
from a trouble-free hardware and software 
implementation to preemptive maintenance 
and onsite consulting.

Hardware
Offering the right hardware in document 
scanning and capturing to your customers 
can be a huge challenge. Scanners and
software accelerate your digitisation process. 
We see the selection of the most suitable 
hardware for document scanning as the
starting point of the automation process.
We offer you independent advice to ensure 
that you select the perfect scanning solution 
for your business.

Software
What challenges do you face when choosing 
the best software to support your
organisation’s Digital Transformation?
Our solutions help businesses with digital 
adoption, collaboration and data analysis.
We enable you to help your customers 
increase productivity and spend less time 
on mundane tasks so that they can focus on 
growing their business. We regularly expand 
our software portfolio to add solutions
reflecting the ever-changing market and
business processes.
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Employees 

Resellers

Offices across Europe

Countries worldwide in
which products are sold

Languages in which
support is offered

Field service engineers

Service contracts

We are an independent provider of capture and digital 
transformation solutions.

As an expert with over 20 years of experience in the fields of scanning 
and digitisation, we offer the best combination of hardware and software 
solutions to resellers and end-users.

Our innovative solutions increase productivity, enhance business
processes and offer broad data analysis. In addition, Dyanix can deploy 
an extensive range of services anywhere in Europe and support projects 
at every level.

Through its cloud marketplace, Dyanix strengthens its end-to-end XaaS 
supply chain and creates a centralised interface for registered partners 
and customers to automate the order process for XaaS products.

Services

Our broad range of services means that you can always find the right 
solution for your business. From consultancy to implementation, repair 
and maintenance, Dyanix is at your side at every step. Thanks to years 
of experience and regular training, our qualified engineers are invaluable 
experts in their fields. Our service offering includes:

Installation, implementation and training

Provision  of demo and rental equipment

Service contracts, SWAP exchange services,
onsite services and warranties

White-label solutions – your service offering
through our neutral appearance

Portugal
Estoril

Spain
Las Rozas de 

Madrid

Switzerland
Baar

Denmark
Albertslund

Germany
MeerbuschUnited Kingdom

Basingstoke

Austria
Vienna

Netherlands
Houten

Our locations Dyanix in NumbersAbout Dyanix

With 8 locations across Europe,
we combine local experience with
extensive knowledge.


